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LSFS22 9.6.89 [NAME OF SCHOOL]

Family from [CARIBBEAN COUNTRY] in the West Indies. Quite a well-built girl with hair tied
back, wearing sweater and trousers. Parents divorced when she was about 7, lives with
mother and sister and brother. (Think she has other brothers and sisters as well) Is doing
CPVE and wants to do a BTEC course in leisure and take a degree because wants to go
into tourism business. Goes around with group of girlfriends. Has only had two relationships
with boys, neither of which involved sex. The first was when she was 14 and boyfriend was
17,  only  a  short  relationship,  he  suggested  sex  and  she  didn't  want  it.  The  second
relationship lasted much longer, a year or 18 months, with a boy she met while  over in
[CARIBBEAN COUNTRY], and then he came over here to live for a while and they saw each
other, but more as friends than a closer relationship, there was no sex. He has now gone
back to [CARIBBEAN COUNTRY]  and that's finished because she wouldn't  want  to live
there. She thinks that if he had stayed their relationship may have progressed into a sexual
one. There is another boy at the moment who she is hoping to go out with, waiting to see it
he'll ask her but feels she could almost ask him out. 

She is not very aware of AIDS or the need for contraception, she doesn't really think much
about sex at all, but also thinks she might have sex spontaneously at some time, but isn't
particularly bothered about using anything. Is contrast between her wanting to spend six
years getting into the sort of job/career she wants, yet not seeming very concerned as to
being protected from pregnancy or AIDS. 

She is willing to have a follow-up interview.


